
'The kids smell like fresh air': Outdoor
learning thrives after pandemic shift
A growing national movement, one school district leading the way, in Portland,

Maine, had students outside all of last winter and now has 156 outdoor classrooms

at 17 schools.
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When asked by a visitor recently if they liked learning outside, second-graders in

Tammy Fisch's class at Central School in Mamaroneck could not contain their

sun-kissed glee.

"It's way fun!"

"You do better in the fresh air!"

"When you're outside, you feel free!"

Such enthusiasm was for a math lesson, which came as no surprise to Fisch.

"They automatically feel more comfortable outside, so their brains are working," she

said. "You can see it in their body language."

On this early November morning, the temperature in and around Central School's

outdoor classroom was hovering in the low 40s, with some sun and a mild breeze.

The class huddled on a mat as Fisch wrote number patterns on a whiteboard bolted

to a brick wall. Then they plopped on blue and green cubes to do problems on

clipboards.
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Most students wore hoodies. A few wore tee shirts or jackets.

These 7-year-olds were playing their part in a small revolution rippling across

education, in the Lower Hudson Valley and around the country. More and more

students are learning outside as part of their standard school day, whether in

gardens, reading nooks, nature paths or growing numbers of cozy outdoor

classrooms.

It's one cloudless positive to come from the COVID-19 pandemic. Schools began

moving lots of kids outside last year to reduce the potential for transmission and,

with social distance restrictions in place, to simply add learning space.

Educators say a common reaction was: Do we have to go back inside?

"A lot of kids spent too much time indoors even before (the pandemic), so if we can

get them outside, all the better," Central School Principal Joanne Hindley said.



"Teachers were nervous at first that it would be distracting to be outside. But the

acoustics are better and kids actually pay more attention."

Kids can take their masks off outside, although some choose to leave them on.

And don't assume that winter will send everyone back inside. At least some schools

have plans to get kids outside whenever possible in the months ahead.

Only the beginning

School districts were experimenting with outdoor learning before the pandemic, in

part because a growing body of research said it benefitted students' physical and

mental health. For one thing, children with Attention Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder

are said to have milder symptoms when spending regular time outdoors.

When the pandemic forced schools to reconsider their outdoor space, the result was

like a burst of, well, fresh air.

Many school districts in the Lower Hudson now have major plans to expand their

outdoor learning space, Mamaroneck among them. The district plans to spend more

than $1.1 million in federal stimulus funds to build outdoor classrooms, greenspace

and more at three additional district schools.

"Kids like being outdoors," Mamaroneck Superintendent Robert Shaps said. "It's

healthy, allowed us to take the masks off, and we don't lose anything academically.

It's seamless."
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Such thinking has fast become common, said Nancy Striniste, director of East Coast

programs for Green Schoolyards America, a nonprofit based in Berkeley, California,

that promotes outdoor education.

"All of us get stir-crazy from looking at screens all day," she said. "The research

shows that it can trigger (Attention Deficit Disorder) and (Attention

Deficit/Hyperactivity Disorder), but that symptoms are reduced in green space.

We're all wired to need time in nature, which is why we go outside to clear our

heads."

Green Schoolyards America is one of over 20 organizations that last year formed the

National COVID-19 Outdoor Learning Initiative to give schools tips for moving

learning outside. These include strategies for continuing outdoor learning into the
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winter, like making sure that all students have the right clothing and having food

and hot drinks.

"It's important to have equity in providing clothing that keeps everyone warm and

dry," Striniste said. "Schools are looking at clothing as part of the infrastructure you

need for outdoor learning; some are fundraising to provide sets of rain suits, hats

and scarves."

The Outdoor Learning Initiative has stated compiling an online map of programs.

One school district leading the way, in Portland, Maine, had students outside all of

last winter and now has 156 outdoor classrooms at 17 schools.

Grab a chair and go

Outdoor learning comes in many forms.

Since last year, the North Rockland school district has purchased collapsible red

chairs for every student in grades K-6, the kind you see at outdoor concerts and

youth sports.

This way, a class can just grab its chairs and create a "pop up" outdoor classroom

any time.

"It's a different experience every time you come out, depending on the weather, the

sun, how much shade you have," said Kathy Horan, an eighth-grade English teacher

at Fieldstone Middle School. "But any time you take middle school students outside

and let them move around, they jump for joy."

On one recent, unseasonably warm morning, one of Horan's classes set up their

chairs in two rows in front of the school. The sun made students squint, but a few

still threw their heads back to take in the rays.
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"Sometimes the sun gets in your eyes, but being out here is calming and relaxing,"

said one student, Katherine O’Shea, 13. "Getting fresh air and getting the masks off

is way better."

North Rockland plans to build an outdoor learning pavilion, with Wi-Fi and

electricity, at its high school and hopes to the do something similar at several

elementary schools.

"The pandemic fast-forwarded us a bit," Superintendent Kris Felicello said. "We

found that getting outside, getting in the fresh air, is motivational and engaging."

Hands on nature

At Woodglen Elementary School in the Clarkstown school district, outdoor learning

sometimes takes the form of students hopping, skipping and jumping through a

"story walk" trail.

On one recent morning, fourth-graders paired off with learning buddies in

kindergarten and first grade to ramble through the leaf-covered trail. On several

trees, students found instructions for activities related to the theme of  "counting

with nature."

They made patterns with nature (acorn, stick, stick, acorn, stick, stick), but took

available opportunities to jump in piles of leaves or throw them in the air.



"There’s something zen about working with nature, getting your hands on sticks and

leaves," Woodglen Principal Lisa Maher said. "It's organic, good for your soul. The

kids smell like fresh air when they come in."

Fourth-grader Ryan Schindle, 9, was more than a little enthused.

"It’s really fun out here!" he said. "Being inside is also fun, but being outside you get

fresh air while you’re learning. I've always liked nature. Since I was 3 or 4, I loved to

count animals and sticks."

Talk about good timing.

In the fall of 2019, parents and teachers at William B. Ward Elementary School in

New Rochelle decided it was time to do something about the school's enclosed

courtyard, which was unused and overgrown with weeds.

They settled on what was at the time,not an obvious solution: an outdoor classroom.



The PTA treasurer, an architect named Anthony Stasio, would donate the planning

and design, laying the groundwork for something special. The PTA set out to raise

$100,000 to cover other costs.

When the pandemic hit, a project that might have seemed like a luxury became

something more.

The classroom opened in recent weeks, leaving second-grader Gabrielle Desir, 7, to

look around in wonder at a project that might, in and of itself, qualify as art.

"It looks 3D to me," she said.

Ward's 950-square-foot outdoor classroom has soft, green-and-aqua rubber flooring

in two corners, light blue bricks elsewhere, and is outlined with gardens.  Two



murals on the brick walls of the school were done by local artist Daniel Henderson, a

graduate of New Rochelle High School.

"This was a wasted space, so we wanted a place where students could read poetry, do

group projects," Ward PTA President Erica Vinelli said. "Now it's perfect."

Plans are to use the classroom this winter unless it's above freezing or it's raining or

snowing, Vinelli said.

On a chilly morning, second-graders in Neurys Bonilla's dual-language class sat

around her with jackets on and many hoods up. Student Vivien Sigel, 7, was excited

to be outside and looking forward to spring.

"The murals make me feel relaxed," she said. "But could it be a little warmer?"
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